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This year, it was announced, that Duncan Ahlin, Finance and Property Specialist of Real Estate
Investment Finance has won the Best Newcomer of 2021. Melissa Findlay of REIF say’s of Duncan “His
absolute hard work, dedication and persistence has paid off and it shows with the amount of lives
Duncan has changed in a short period of time”.

CEO and Founder of REIF, David Chehade also laments Duncan has shown himself to be a complete
powerhouse in everything finance and property and his amazing determination will see him succeed
for himself and his clients repeatedly. 
 As a team, we could not be prouder.”

At REIF, we are in the business of changing lives. Our mission is to help others achieve the dream of
owning and building wealth through property. We are proud of each and everyone of our team and are
looking forward to the further acknowledgements in the industry that are yet to come.
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About Real Estate Investment Finance (REIF): 
REIF are the fastest growing property and finance organisation in the country and the number one for all the
services that we provide. We have access to the largest property data base in Australia. We provide a
proficient beginning to end service and are servicing home buyers, investors and clients in need of finance.

Duncan Ahlin Takes Out Best Newcomer For 2021
Better Business Awards
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Each year, the Adviser acknowledges the brokers
who are leading the charge in each state and
territory under the Better Business Awards Banner

Ph: 1300 130 932
Email: marketing@reif.com.au
Address: PO BOX 1460 Oxley QLD 4075 @REIFinance

The Better Business Awards provides an excellent platform for
talented brokers and offices across Australia to gain recognition
for their professionalism and dedication and celebrate the best
operators across Australia.
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